Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Gastaut and co-workers first described the desynchronization of an EEG rhythm within the alpha band (8--13 Hz), recorded from central electrodes, occurring not only during the execution of active movements, but also during their observation (Cohen-Seat et al. [@CR52]; Gastaut and Bert [@CR18]). This result was confirmed many years later by Cochin et al. ([@CR12], [@CR13]), Altschuler et al. ([@CR1], [@CR2]) using EEG recordings, and by Hari et al. ([@CR23]) using magnetoencephalography (MEG). In particular, Hari and co-workers demonstrated that the desynchronization during action observation includes rhythms originating from the cortex inside the central sulcus (Hari and Salmelin [@CR22]; Salmelin and Hari [@CR45], for a review, see Pineda [@CR43]).

It has been proposed that the suppression of the sensory-motor alpha rhythm, also termed as event-related desynchronization (ERD), during action execution and observation, could be due to a neurophysiological mechanism of motor resonance, the mirror mechanism, likely due to the activation of neurons endowed with properties similar to those of mirror neurons, discovered in the premotor and posterior parietal cortices of macaque monkeys. Mirror neurons discharge both during the execution of goal-related motor acts and during their observation when executed by others (Di Pellegrino et al. [@CR14]; Gallese et al. [@CR16]; Rizzolatti et al. [@CR44]).

A growing body of research showing that a number of human cortical areas are activated by both action execution and observation supports the existence of a mirror mechanism in humans. These cortical areas include the lower part of precentral gyrus, the posterior part of inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and the rostral part of the inferior parietal lobule (for a review, see Rizzolatti and Craighero [@CR53]; Gallese et al. [@CR17]; Cattaneo and Rizzolatti [@CR11]). Recently, evidence at the single neuron-level about the existence of the mirror mechanism in the human brain was provided (Mukamel et al. [@CR30]).

Several neuroimaging studies have reported the activation of distinct cortical regions within premotor and posterior parietal cortices during the observation/execution of goal-related hand, mouth and foot actions (Buccino et al. [@CR9]; Aziz-Zadeh et al. [@CR3]) during the observation/execution of meaningless hand movements (Lui et al. [@CR28]; Villarreal et al. [@CR51]) during the execution of a noisy action and listening to the corresponding sound (Gazzola et al. [@CR19]). Few studies have demonstrated communicative face and hand actions showing an activation of cortical regions endowed with mirror properties (Nakamura et al. [@CR34]; Nakamura et al. [@CR35]; Montgomery et al. [@CR29]; Villarreal et al. [@CR51]).

Recent EEG studies of the mirror mechanism have shown that the observation and execution of a motor act is accompanied by an event-related alpha desynchronization (ERD) reflected in a relative decrease in power of sensory-motor alpha (8--13 Hz) and beta (13--30 Hz) frequency bands (Hari [@CR21]). More generally, ERD reflects a cortical deactivation which depends on the task and it is usually measured with respect to the baseline that contains a clear peak in the frequency band of interest (Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva [@CR42]; Klimesch [@CR25]). It has been shown that during movement execution ERD reflects an inhibition of the motor cortex and has a pre-movement onset. (Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva [@CR42]; Calmels et al. [@CR10] for review, see Pineda [@CR43]). Several EEG studies have shown sensory-motor alpha ERD during the observation of different types of grasping (Muthukumaraswamy et al. [@CR33]; Muthukumaraswamy and Johnson [@CR31]; Perry and Bentin [@CR41]), meaningless gestures (Babiloni et al. [@CR4]) and sequential finger movements (Calmels et al. [@CR10]). Recent EEG studies aiming to investigate sensory-motor alpha suppression during the observation of more complex stimuli such as social interaction scenes, body movements from different perspectives and dance performance, have shown that alpha ERD can be modulated by the degree of social relevance (Kilner et al. [@CR24]; Oberman et al. [@CR37]) and by the motor expertise of the observer (Orgs et al. [@CR40]; Babiloni et al. [@CR5]). Furthermore, recent findings demonstrate the existence of an observation/execution matching system even in infants and young children (Lepage and Théoret [@CR27]; Southgate et al. [@CR48], [@CR49]).

The main aim of the present study was to explore, by means of high-density EEG, the sensitivity of sensory-motor ERD during the observation of different types of hand motor acts and gestures. In particular, we aimed to investigate the specificity of sensory-motor ERD for processing hand behaviors differing along two dimensions: their goal-relatedness and social relevance

All participants also performed a control motor execution task. Similarly to other studies (Muthukumaraswamy and Johnson [@CR31]; Southgate et al. [@CR48], [@CR49]), the aim of the motor task (key-press) was to identify the frequency band that was functionally related to motor activation in each individual participant.

Since the neural basis of the mirror mechanism is the presence of a parieto-premotor neural circuit activated during both motor execution and observation, most likely due to the presence of neurons instantiating functional properties similar to those of macaque monkey mirror neurons (Gallese et al. [@CR16]; Rizzolatti et al. [@CR44]) we measured sensory-motor ERD in the observation task by considering the same frequencies that were attenuated during the execution task. In addition, and more importantly, the temporal course of alpha suppression was carefully investigated.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Participants {#Sec3}
------------

Thirteen right-handed healthy volunteers (7 males, 6 females, mean age 27 ± 7 years old) participated in the experiment. Participants were recruited by public announcement and were blind to the experimental goals. All participants were right-handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield [@CR39]). None of them reported the presence of any neurological or psychiatric disorder and had normal or corrected to normal vision. Before the experiment, all participants received written experimental instructions. Informed consent was obtained from all participants before entering the study. The study was approved by the local Ethical Committee.

Experimental procedure {#Sec4}
----------------------

Participants were seated comfortably in front of a computer monitor used for stimuli presentation, located at a distance of 60 cm. To minimize participants' movements during the experiment, they were asked to keep their arms on a table in front of them and to stay as motionless and relaxed as possible. The experiment included observation and execution tasks.

Each *execution trial* started with a grey background with a varying duration of 6 to 9 s randomized across trials (baseline) followed by two fixation crosses presented for 500 ms in the middle of the screen. Participants were asked to press a key with their right index finger as soon as the fixation crosses were replaced by a black screen, and then to return the hand to the initial position. Each *observation trial* started with a grey background with a varying duration of 6 to 9 s randomized across trials (baseline) followed by a single fixation cross presented for 500 ms in the middle of the screen and then by the presentation of video clips. The single cross indicated to participants that they should passively observe the visual stimuli presented after the cross disappeared (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} for experimental paradigm). Stimuli consisted of four categories of video clips showing: (a) a hand grasping an object positioned on a table, and then holding it; (b) a hand grasping the same object positioned on the palm of the hand of another individual, and then holding it; (c) meaningless hand movements; (d) communicative hand gestures. All trials and conditions were presented in randomized order and were randomized across participants. In order to maintain participants' attention, they were told that they would be asked about the content of the movies at the end of the experiment.Fig. 1Experimental paradigm

Stimuli characteristics and amount of movement analysis {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------------------

Videos were in .avi format and were recorded by a digital camera with a resolution of 720 × 576 color pixels at a frame rate of 25 frames/s positioned at 1.5 m distance from an actor. Each video clip was 3 s long (frequency rate: 25 Hz, 75 frames, pixel aspect ratio: 1.067) and was presented at a distance of 60 cm from the participants. The video clips showed the right hand of one of two female actors from an allocentric point of view. Each category of stimuli included two different video clips and the total number of stimuli was 16, 8 video clips for each actor (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In *meaningless movements* condition participants observed a thumb moving towards and away from the palm and an opening and closing hand. *Communicative gestures category* consisted of thumbs up "Good" and of a typical Italian hand gesture with the wrist and the forearm moving back and forward with the fingers closed, meaning "What are you saying?" In *grasping condition* participants observed a whole-hand grasping (hand grasping a large sphere from the table) and a precision grip (hand grasping a small sphere from the table). Similarly, in *social grasping* condition participants observed a hand grasping a large sphere from the palm of another individual and a hand grasping a small sphere from the palm of another individual. Hand behaviours happened once in each video-clip in all experimental conditions. For the offline analysis of the quantity of movement being observed during the different time-bins of the stimuli, three digital markers were put in each frame of all video clips on the thumb, index finger and palm of the actors' hand. Videos were subsequently examined frame by frame using a tracking program. Files with markers coordinates were exported in order to average the amount of movement in each time-bin. For each video clip the total amount of movement was calculated as the average distance between initial and final positions of the three markers in each of the 3 s of the video clips. For statistical analysis, mean distances in each stimuli category were multiplied by the minimum number of trials used for each condition in the subsequent EEG data analysis. Paired t-tests were carried out in order to compare the above parameters across three time intervals in the four experimental conditions.Fig. 2Examples of frames extracted from used video clips. Four categories of stimuli were employed and each category consisted of two different stimuli. (1) *Meaningless movements*: thumb moving towards and away from the palm; opening/closing the hand; (2) *communicative gestures*: thumbs up "Good"; typical Italian hand gesture "What are you saying?"; (3) *grasping*: whole hand (hand grasping a large sphere from the table); precision grip (hand grasping a small sphere from the table); (4) *social grasping*: whole hand (hand grasping a large sphere from the palm of another individual); precision grip (hand grasping a small sphere from the palm of another individual)

EEG recording {#Sec6}
-------------

EEG data were acquired by a 128-channel Sensor Net (Electrical Geodesic, Eugene, USA) and recorded within standard EGI package Net Station 4.3.1. EEG was sampled at 250 Hz and band-pass filtered at 0.3--100 Hz, electrodes impedance was less than 100 KΩ. The raw EEG data were recorded with the vertex (Cz) as the online reference and re-referenced off-line to the common average (Muthukumaraswamy et al. [@CR33]).

Stimuli were presented with E-Prime 2.0. and, at the beginning of each trial, all event markers were sent to Net Station. The experiment took place in an isolated and lit room, the stimuli were presented on a 17-in. computer monitor. Participants' motion was monitored by the experimenter and video-recorded for off-line analysis; if participants moved during the observation or rest conditions, the trial was excluded from further data analysis.

EEG data analysis {#Sec7}
-----------------

EEG data were filtered off-line with band-pass filter 0.3--30 Hz and segmented into certain time epochs. In the observation and execution tasks 3,000 ms of grey screen before the appearance of the fixation crosses were taken as a baseline. Execution trials were segmented into 2,000 ms epochs which started 1,500 ms before the motor response and ended 500 ms after it. Only the trials in which participants responded correctly were analysed. The observation trials were segmented into 3,000 ms epochs that corresponded to the whole duration of the presented video clips. The trials in which participants produced eye-blinks and movement artefacts were rejected on the basis of the artefacts detection tool supplied by Net Station and on the basis of a subsequent careful visual inspection of each segment. A minimum number of 20 trials was kept in each condition; two participants who had less trials were excluded from further data analysis.

The time--frequency analysis was performed by continuous Morlet wavelet transformation in 0.5 Hz intervals in the frequency range from 1 to 30 Hz. Frequency-power coefficients were calculated by taking the average across trials. The wavelet transformation was calculated separately for each participant in all 128 channels for each condition.

Statistical analysis was performed on a selected cluster of 8 electrodes in each hemisphere located around standard C3 and C4 sites. The same cluster was used in a previous study that demonstrated the desynchronization of sensory-motor alpha activity during the observation of hand motor acts (Muthukumaraswamy and Johnson [@CR31], [@CR32]; Muthukumaraswamy et al. [@CR33]; Bernier et al. [@CR8]).

Determination of participants' specific frequency bands and statistical analysis {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For each participant specific alpha-frequency bands were selected in the range 8--14 Hz following the procedure described in previous studies (Oberman et al. [@CR36], [@CR37]; Babiloni et al. [@CR5]). The individual peak (F) of attenuated frequency was determined by calculating a ratio between the frequency power in the execution and in the baseline conditions in the six following sub-frequency bands: 8--9, 9--10, 10--11, 11--12, 12--13, 13--14 Hz. Each value was then transformed into a log-ratio and the frequency which corresponded to log-ratio with the most negative value was taken as F. A 3 Hz range frequency band was chosen for each participant: the interval (F − 1; F + 1) in which a lower frequency power was revealed in execution compared to the baseline condition. For the following statistical analyses, the frequency power in this 3 Hz range was extracted in all conditions (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Table 13 Hz wide frequency bands, within 8--14 Hz range, selected for each participant on the basis of movement executionSelected frequency band (Hz)Participant No.8--11 1, 3, 7, 8, 119--12 2, 4, 1010--13 911--14 5, 6The selected frequency bands were used for the statistical analysis in observation taskFig. 3Sensory-motor alpha modulation during movement execution (key press). Figure represents the extracted EEG frequency-power from C3 electrode of one participant's data in 9--12 Hz band of alpha frequency range

The data used for statistical analysis in the execution task were extracted from two different time intervals: 500 ms before (movement interval 1) and 500 ms after key press (movement interval 2). In order to assess alpha desynchronization during execution with respect to baseline, we performed a repeated measures 2 × 3 ANOVA with the main factors of Hemisphere (left vs. right) and Condition (baseline, movement interval 1, movement interval 2). The data used for statistical analysis in the observation task were extracted from 3 time intervals corresponding to the first, the second, and the third 1000 ms of each video clip. The 3000 ms of baseline were also subdivided in 3 time intervals of 1000 ms each. A 2 × 5 × 3 repeated measures ANOVA was performed with 5 levels of Condition (baseline, grasping, social grasping, meaningless movement, communicative gesture), 2 levels of Hemisphere (left vs. right) and 3 levels of Time (second 1, 2, and 3). Post-hoc analysis (Fisher test) was applied on all significant main factors and interactions.

Since the sensory-motor alpha frequency band (8--14 Hz) overlaps with the posterior alpha band, it is possible that recordings in central areas might be affected by this posterior activity. In order to check whether the sensory-motor alpha recorded in central areas, was affected by posterior alpha, we performed an additional analysis in occipital (O1 and O2) and central (C3 and C4) electrodes. The log-ratio of the frequency-power was calculated between the baseline (grey screen) and an additional passive condition, performed at the beginning of the experimental session, in which participants kept their eyes closed for 60 s. No alpha suppression was revealed at central electrodes, indicated by zero value of log-ratio. In the occipital sites however, negative log-ratio was found showing a higher alpha power in the eyes-closed condition compared to baseline. Therefore, in further data analysis we presumed that sensory-motor alpha modulation in the observation task was not related to mere visual processing of stimuli. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows time frequency plots of the voltage amplitude, of the entire head of all participants, in the baseline and in the average of all the observation conditions. It is clear that the amplitude decreases in the central regions during the observation conditions with respect to the baseline. This decrease is much less pronounced in the occipital region.Fig. 4Time frequency plots of the voltage amplitude, in the baseline (*left panel*) and in the average of all the observation conditions (*right panel*), recorded over the entire head of all participants. Amplitudes are represented over the entire surface of the head. The amplitude scale defines the voltage value of different points on the map by a color spectrum

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Execution {#Sec10}
---------

In order to assess alpha desynchronization in central sensory-motor areas during the execution of a motor act, we compared the frequency power extracted from wavelet in the baseline condition with that in the 500 ms before and 500 ms after key press (see "[Methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}"). The results of the repeated measures 2 × 3 ANOVA showed a main effect of Condition (*P* \< 0.0001). A post-hoc Fisher test revealed that the two movement intervals were significantly different from baseline (both *P*~s~ \< 0.0001) and that the two movement periods differed, with a greater desynchronization during the second movement interval (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Observation {#Sec11}
-----------

In order to assess alpha desynchronization in central sensory-motor areas during the four observation conditions, we compared the frequency power extracted from wavelet in the baseline condition with that during observation (see Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 5Figures represent EEG time--frequency spectrum for one participant extracted from C3 site in the four observation conditions and in the baseline. A continuous wavelet transformation was performed for the frequencies from 1 to 30 Hz in a time window of 3 s, that corresponds to the total duration of video clips. *Red colour* indicates an increased synchronization (ERS) while *blue colour* indicates a decreased synchronization (ERD) in a given frequency band (see *scale bar*). The *orange line* added to each panel highlights the 3 Hz wide frequency band (9--12 Hz), within the alpha range, used for statistical analysis for this participant

A 2 × 5 × 3 ANOVA design was created with 5 levels of Condition (baseline, grasping, social grasping, meaningless movement, communicative gesture), 2 levels of Hemisphere (right vs. left), 3 levels of Time (second 1, 2 and 3, see "[Methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}"). The results of the ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Condition (*P* \< 0.01) as well as a significant condition × time interaction (*P* \< 0.05). Post-hoc comparisons (Fisher test) were performed to further explore the Condition effect. A significant desynchronization, with respect to baseline, was revealed in all observation conditions (*P*~s~ \< 0.05), except communicative gestures (*P* = 0.09). The amplitude of ERD was not significantly different (*P*~s~ \> 0.05) among the three observation conditions showing significant desynchronization.

As far as the condition × time interaction was concerned, all conditions showed a significant ERD with respect to baseline in the three time intervals (*P*~s~ \< 0.05) with the exception of communicative gestures in the second time interval (see Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, although all 4 types of observed movements induced a significant desynchronization, they differed in the ERD temporal pattern.Fig. 6ERD intensity and time course during baseline, observation of motor acts and gestures. Plots represent the significant condition × time interaction (*F*(8, 80) = 2.16, *P* = 0.039) resulted from an ANOVA (see [methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} for details) performed on the averaged EEG frequency power (μ*V*^2^) extracted from the wavelet analysis. Coloured bars correspond to first (*blue bars*), second (*red bars*) and third (*green bars*) seconds of the observed video clips

The comparison among the three time intervals within each condition revealed that during the observation of grasping and meaningless gestures there was no significant difference in the amplitude of ERD (*P* \> 0.05) throughout the entire duration of the video clips. Within these two conditions, sensory-motor alpha suppression showed the same intensity in all of the three time intervals. During the observation of communicative gestures only the first and the third time intervals showed ERD, which was greater during the first 1000 ms compared to the third time-bin (*P* \< 0.005). During the observation of social grasping all time intervals showed a significant desynchronization with respect to the baseline. However, the first and the third time intervals were both more effective than the second one (*P*~s~ \< 0.05) in triggering alpha ERD.

Finally, the analysis of sensory-motor alpha desynchronization in each time interval across conditions showed that during the first 1,000 ms all observation conditions were equally significantly effective. In the second time interval meaningless movements and grasping were the most effective stimuli (*P* \< 0.05) and they did not significantly differ from each other. In the third time interval, similarly to the second one, the most effective stimuli were grasping and meaningless gestures and the latter evoked the strongest sensory-motor alpha ERD (*P*~s~ \< 0.005).

Time course of observed movement {#Sec12}
--------------------------------

As shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, overall, a greater amount of movement was observed during the first 2,000 ms of video clips for all stimuli categories. As far as communicative gestures and meaningless movements were concerned, the hand showed a greater amount of movement during the second compared to the first time-bin of the video clips (*P* \< 0.0001, *P* \< 0.05), but there were no differences in the amount of movement between the second and the third time intervals (*P* \> 0.1, *P* \> 0.5). On the other hand, the first and the second time-bins in grasping and social grasping conditions were not different from each other, while significantly less amount of movement was revealed during the third compared to the second time interval in both stimuli categories (*P*~s~ \< 0.0001).Fig. 7Averaged amount of observed hand movement, expressed in cm, in the different stimuli categories. *Error bars* represent the standard error of the mean. *Asterisks* indicate statistically significant paired comparisons (*P* \< 0.05)

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

Several previous studies have demonstrated sensory-motor alpha modulation for the observation of goal-related body actions and biological motion (Muthukumaraswamy et al. [@CR33]; Oberman et al. [@CR36]; Ulloa and Pineda [@CR50]; Babiloni et al. [@CR5]; Perry and Bentin [@CR41]; Southgate et al. [@CR48], [@CR49]). However, few EEG studies have examined sensory-motor alpha modulation for other kinds of hand stimuli, such as meaningless movements (Babiloni et al. [@CR4]; Lepage and Théoret [@CR27]) and socially-relevant body movements (Kilner et al. [@CR24]; Oberman et al. [@CR37]).

To the best of our knowledge this is the first study that compares sensory-motor alpha modulation during the observation of different types of hand motor acts and gestures, belonging to different categories on the basis of their goal and social content. Furthermore, this is the first study to integrate the analysis of such diverse stimuli with the analysis of the temporal dynamics of sensory-motor alpha modulation during their observation.

The first result of the present study is that all stimuli were effective in evoking ERD of the cortical sensory-motor region. The fact that both the observation of meaningless hand movements and communicative hand gestures induced ERD modulation is in agreement with the results of previous EEG (Babiloni et al. [@CR4]; Lepage and Théoret [@CR27]), fMRI (Lui et al. [@CR28]; Montgomery et al. [@CR29]) and TMS studies (Fadiga et al. [@CR15]). However, none of those studies systematically compared action execution and observation and applied such analysis to so many different categories of hand motor behaviours as we did here. The present result is important, since it demonstrates, within the same group of participants, the relevance of any observed hand motor behaviour in activating motor resonance in the brain of the observer.

Concerning the lateralization of ERD, our data show bilateral ERD during the observation of all stimuli. This result is in agreement with some previous studies (Babiloni et al. [@CR4]; Muthukumaraswamy et al. [@CR33]).

Concerning the time course analysis of alpha suppression, one important result of the present study is that, in spite of the fact that the observation of all stimuli was effective in triggering the sensory-motor alpha ERD, this effect showed a different time course according to the category of observed hand actions and gestures. The first time interval was the most effective in triggering sensory-motor alpha ERD during stimuli observation, since all stimuli equally evoked alpha suppression during this epoch. Similarly, Babiloni et al. ([@CR4]) have found the peak of alpha ERD in the first 1000 ms during the observation of meaningless movements and, as demonstrated by Orgs et al. ([@CR40]), during the observation of dance movements, modulation of alpha ERD was particularly strong within early time intervals of video clips observation.

However, in the present study the different categories of observed stimuli evoked different ERD modulation during the remaining part of the observed video clips. Specifically, the observation of meaningless hand movements induced equal sensory-motor alpha ERD in each of the three time intervals: the modulation started during the first 1,000 ms and lasted for the whole duration of the video clips. Overall meaningless gestures and hand grasping were the most effective stimuli, and induced the strongest ERD modulation during the second and third time intervals of observation. It has been previously proposed that alpha ERD modulation could depend on the type of task and reflect differences in the cognitive complexity, familiarity and social relevance of stimuli (Klimesch [@CR25]; Klimesch et al. [@CR26]; Oberman et al. [@CR38]; Kilner et al. [@CR24]).

The results of the present study, however, show that such modulation is not equally distributed in time. In fact, ERD is initially equally modulated in spite of differences along the above mentioned dimensions of the stimuli, while shows different modulations with different stimuli during the ensuing time-bins. Such an effect could be either related to the different goals and social dimension of the observed stimuli, or, more trivially, to surface level features like the quantity of observed movement, which do not necessarily vary with action/movement type. To verify this hypothesis we analyzed the quantity of movement during each time interval for the four different conditions of observed hand behaviours. The results of this analysis showed that there was no correlation at all between the quantity of observed movement during the different time-bins and ERD amplitude. For example, communicative gestures did not show any significant ERD during the second time-bin. However, the very same epoch was characterized by the highest movement quantity. Conversely, communicative gestures evoked the strongest ERD during the first time-bin, in which the quantity of movement was less than in the subsequent epoch. Thus, the equal modulation of ERD during the first 1,000 ms for all categories of observed hand behaviours is most likely due to the motor resonance that occurs immediately and automatically. The presence of a goal or social value in the observed hand behaviour or its occurrence within a social context are not necessary conditions to evoke motor resonance. Once the hand motor representation of the observed behaviour has been activated in the observer, the intensity and stability of its activation appear to depend upon the goal-relatedness and social relevance of the observed behaviour. Indeed, only communicative gestures and social grasping---sharing both goal-relatedness and social value---showed a dynamic pattern of ERD modulation during the second and third 1,000 ms of the video clips presentation.

The observation of social hand behaviours, such as social grasping triggers a more dynamically modulated motor resonance mechanism compared to that driven by the observation of simple grasping. Simple grasping followed by holding of the object evokes a prolonged alpha suppression during the entire duration of its observation, likely reflecting motor resonance occurring during the observation of hand pre-shaping, actual grasping and object holding. Once the most trivial and parsimonious explanation of these dynamic modulations is ruled out (see above), two not mutually exclusive explanations can be proposed for the different ERD temporal modulation evoked by social grasping observation. On the one hand, it has been shown that the kinematics of the same hand motor act differs according to its social or non social nature (Becchio et al. [@CR6]; Sartori et al. [@CR46], [@CR47]**).** More specifically, the authors (Becchio et al. [@CR7]) have found a lower movement amplitude and earlier peak of velocity during the execution of a goal-directed action in social context (giving an object to another individual) than in 'single-agent' condition (placing an object on a base). In other words, deceleration phase was longer (thus action more accurate) when the hand was approaching another individual. It could be proposed that the specific kinematics pattern of an executed social hand action may influence the differences in the temporal pattern of ERD also during the observation of social grasping when this condition is compared with grasping. Thus, the observation of social grasping most likely induces in the observer a different motor resonance compared to the observation of simple grasping. Our data suggest that such difference develops in time. On the other hand, social grasping also appears more ambiguous than simple grasping. While in the latter there is only one acting agent, in social grasping there are two agents, and the observer in principle might not know with whom to resonate, because social grasping potentially implies two different motor acts, offering an object and/or grasping it. It is no coincidence that at debriefing several participants pointed out that with social grasping they were not sure about the goal of the observed motor act, described alternatively as a grasping or as a giving. Our data show that only during the third time interval of video clip presentation, when social grasping is completed with the holding phase, thus when the goal of grasping becomes clear, ERD increases and becomes as strong as during the first 1,000 ms of observation. Finally, another factor could influence the reduction of ERD in the second time interval of social grasping. As the motor act develops, visual attention is shared between two interacting hands. It is plausible that during the second time interval participants shift their attention to the static hand of a potential 'giver' as they are unsure whether the giver will do something of interest. Although, we cannot provide further elements to this hypothesis, as the eye-tracker was not used in the present study, the attentional account could have strong implications when comparing conditions with one versus two biological stimuli/agents.

Comparing the two types of stimuli within the 'gesture' category, again we observe a clear difference in the temporal pattern of sensory-motor alpha modulation. ERD modulation was more stable for meaningless gestures. With such stimuli, alpha remained desynchronised for the whole period of observation, while for communicative gestures alpha desynchronised during the first 1,000 ms of observation, and resynchronized during the second time epoch, when ERD disappeared with respect to baseline. During the third second of observation, ERD reappeared, although being significantly weaker when compared with meaningless gestures.

We presume that this difference might again depend upon the different goal-relatedness of the observed hand gestures. The observation of meaningless gestures triggers ERD during the whole duration of the stimuli without any time course modulation. The prolonged ERD could be due to an activation of the motor resonance mechanism lasting as long as the hand continues to move, perhaps waiting for a potential goal to emerge. It is possible to hypothesize that when observing hand behaviors devoid of any meaning, humans nevertheless cannot refrain from trying to find a meaning, hence the necessity to keep motor resonance active.

In contrast, during the observation of communicative gestures, motor resonance finishes as soon as the meaning is understood, that is, in our case at the end of the first 1,000 ms of observation. In agreement with this interpretation, communicative gestures evoke reduced N400 compared to meaningless gestures, and this effect has a centro-posterior distribution (Gunter and Bach [@CR20]). The resumed desynchronization occurring during the last second of observation might be due to the persistence of a static hand, which nevertheless conveys a social meaning, thus inducing motor resonance to be resumed.

In our view, there are two different functional aspects related to the activation of the mirror mechanism during movement observation in humans. The first one represents an automatic low-level motor resonance, starting as soon as a movement or a goal-related motor act is observed, which triggers eventually the understanding process. Differently from the available evidence in monkeys, in humans motor resonance can be induced also when a motor goal is not present in the observed behavior of others (Fadiga et al. [@CR15]; Babiloni et al. [@CR4]). Most likely, the cortical motor system of humans contains neurons that can be activated by the observation of meaningless movements. Action understanding is the second functional aspect related to the mirror mechanism. Such aspect implies the activation of goal-related motor neurons in the brain of the observer matching the goal of the observed motor behavior of others. For meaningless movements, there is only the first aspect of the mirror mechanism activation. Brain imaging experiments are being designed to investigate the possible segregation of these two different aspects of the mirror mechanism for hand motor behaviors.

In summary, the present study clearly shows that motor resonance can be induced whenever hand motor behavior is observed, irrespective of its goal-relatedness and social content. However, motor resonance is not an all-or nothing mechanism, but can be strongly modulated in time according to---at least---two different dimensions of the observed hand behaviors: the presence/absence of a goal and its social relevance. It is important to emphasize that such differences can be detected, only if one investigates the temporal pattern of the mirror mechanism activation.
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